
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE AND ADDRESS POVERTY 

OBJECTIVE 2: DELIVER HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND BASIC NEEDS 
PROGRAMS WHEREVER THEY MAY BE REQUIRED 

 
In line with the Western Cape government’s will to address the socio-economic marginalisation of apartheid, 
human development programs (education, health, sport and recreation, criminal and addiction rehabilitation, skills 
training and entrepreneurial development) and basic needs (minimum services – water, sanitation, electricity) shall 
be delivered wherever they are required. 
 
Strategies 
� Use the provincial Human Capital and Social Capital development strategies and the municipalities' integrated 

development plans (IDPs), to identify settlements throughout the Province which are in need of human 
development programs. 

� Deliver these programs from existing facilities where possible which should be renovated and shared by the 
various delivery institutions and organisations where necessary. 

� It may be necessary and appropriate to deliver certain programs on a periodic basis using the periodic market 
system in remote rural areas. 

 

 
 
PRINCIPLES 
National Spatial Development Perspective : Part 3: Interpreting the land space economy and formulating policy guidelines : Normative Principles 
� Efforts to address past and current social inequalities should focus on people, not places.  In localities where there are both high levels of poverty 

and development potential, this could include fixed capital investment beyond basic services to exploit the potential of those localities. In 
localities with low development potential, government spending, beyond basic services, should focus on providing social transfers, human 
resource development and labour market intelligence. This will enable people to become more mobile and migrate, if they choose to, to localities 
that are more likely to provide sustainable employment or other economic opportunities. 
 

Extract from Development Facilitation Act, 1995: Chapter 1   
(c)  Policy, administration and laws should promote efficient and integrated land development in so far as they –   

(i)  promote the integration of the social, economic, institutional and physical aspects of land development; and, 
(ii) promote integrated land development in rural and urban areas in support of each other. 

 
Extract from National Environmental Management Act, 1998: Chapter 1  
(d) Equitable access to environmental resources, benefits and services to meet basic human needs and ensure human well-being, must be pursued and 

special measures should be taken to ensure access thereto by categories of persons disadvantaged by discrimination. 
 

 
 

 
 



OBJECTIVE 2: DELIVER HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND BASIC NEEDS PROGRAMS WHEREVER THEY MAY 
BE REQUIRED  

2.3.5 SETTLEMENTS WITH HIGH LEVELS OF HUMAN NEED 
 
POLICY 
HR7 Settlements with high levels of human need which include 

settlements with high as well as low economic growth 
potential should be prioritised from state funds for the delivery 
of human resource development and minimum basic 
services programs. (G)  

HR8 New facilities from state funds to accommodate the delivery 
of these programs should be prioritised in settlements with 
high economic growth potential.  In other settlements the re-
use and renovation of existing facilities should be prioritised – 
see Figures 8.7 and 8.8. (G) 

HR9 Existing facilities such as underutilised public buildings should 
be used for accommodating various human resource 
services even if these services are delivered by departments 
or organisations who do not own the buildings. (G) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2.7 Settlements with high levels of human need 

EXPLANATION 
Human resource development programs include education, health, 
entrepreneurial development, life skills training, and business and 
technical training, and are aimed at people rather than places.  The 
intention is that the benefits of these investments should be mobile in 
the sense that they can move with the people as they may migrate 
between urban and rural settlements on a temporary or permanent 
basis.  Settlements with high levels of human need were identified 
through the research of the Growth Potential Study of Towns in the 
Province.  This study excluded the City of Cape Town because, as 
noted by the NSDP, the high level of human need as well as 
economic growth potential in metropolitan areas is readily 
apparent. 
 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
New buildings should only be constructed in situations of dire need 
and where there are no other alternatives in settlements potential – 
see HR7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shacks near Grabouw  
(source: J Clarke, Coming back to earth, Jacana, 2002, p.311) 

ACTION PLAN 
Strategy  
Settlements identified as having high human need must be 
addressed by the provincial Human and Social Capital lead 
strategies which will be responsible for spending funds and 
project management.  The precise location of facilities 
should be according to policies HR8, HR9 and UR21. 
Delivery of these programs should be coordinated with the 
Integrated Social Capital Formation Strategy (SCFS) which 
has identified the following priority areas: 
� Presidential Nodal Areas; 
� Project Consolidate Local government areas; and, 
� 8 provincial crime hotspot areas (Khayelitsha, Mitchells 

Plain, Gugulethu, Nyanga/Philippi, Kuilsrivier, 
Worcester, Kraaifontein, the Oudtshoorn Informal 
Settlements) (SCF Strategy 7.2004:24). 

 
Legal 
n/a 
 
 

Funding 
Departments of: Health 
 Education 
 Sports & Culture 
 Social Services & Poverty Alleviation 
 Economic Development & Tourism 
  
Responsibility 
Local municipalities - precise location of program venues 
Departments listed above 
Investment and Management programs 
Local Businesses 
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development 
Planning 
 
Timespan 
According to funding roll out strategy of Departments  

Note  
Successful implementation of this policy will require 
thorough coordination and cooperation between national, 
provincial and local government departments. 

DC1:W Coast De Doorns Genadendal Askraal 
Bitterfontein Franschhoek Napier Herbertsdale 
Clanwilliam Mcgregor Riviersonderend Ruiterbos 
Graafwater Ons Rust Suurbraak Volmoed 
Kalbaskraal Paarl Villiersdorp Zoar 
Koringberg Pce Alfred Hmlt DC4 :  Eden Haarlem 
Nieuwe Rust Robertson Calitzdorp DC5:C Karoo 
Koekenaap Saron De Rust Beaufort West 

Rietpoort Touwsrivier Dysselsdorp Laingsburg 
Kliprand Tulbagh George Merweville 
Eendekuil Wolseley Heidelberg Murraysburg 
Elandsbaai Worcester Karatara Prince Albert 
Strandfontein Klapmuts Knysna Leeu-Gamka 
Redelinghuys DC3 :  Overberg Kranshoek Matjiesfontein 
 DC2: C Winelnds Botrivier Kurland Metro 
Ashton Elgin Oudtshoorn Cape Town 
Ceres Elim Uniondale  

 



Figure 2.8 Priority : Human Resource Development and Minimum Basic Services 



OBJECTIVE 2: DELIVER HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND BASIC NEEDS PROGRAMS WHEREVER THEY MAY 
  BE REQUIRED  
2.3.6 DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO SETTLEMENTS WITH LOW GROWTH 

POTENTIAL OR SMALL POPULATIONS  
 

POLICY 
HR10 Where such facilities do not exist, periodic service centres 

should be established for coordinated use by a wide variety 
of government, non-government and private organisations – 
see Figure 8.9. (G) 

HR11 Periodic service centres should be located at points of 
highest access according to the same principles contained 
in Section 8.4.24. (G) 

HR12 The services of various government departments and private 
sector organisations should be coordinated into mobile 
caravans of dedicated buses and vans which travel from 
periodic service centre to periodic service centre stopping 
for morning or afternoon sessions as appropriate. (G) 

HR13 Local arts and crafts people and business people should be 
encouraged to trade in the stop-over periods of the mobile 
service caravans at the periodic service centres. (G) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.9 Periodic Service Centre Concept : Supporting  
 Infrastructure 

EXPLANATION 
Although the NSDP strategic investment direction intends to 
discourage construction of new facilities, there is often a significant 
stock of empty or underutilised public buildings at settlements with 
low economic growth potential.  These buildings should be 
renovated and recycled and made available to all spheres of 
government and other organisations who may want to use them on 
a complete or partial basis. 
In order to minimise the need to construct permanent infrastructure, 
strategically located periodic market centres that can 
accommodate trading and a bus caravan containing various public 
and private sector services should be constructed.  Such centres 
should form part of a network that is visited on a periodic basis by 
the public/private sector caravan of buses and vans. 
As these periodic service centres represent an opportunity for widely 
dispersed rural residents to get access to these services, they should 
be centrally located on regional routes in the settlement district or 
region. 
Rather than people in small centres and rural districts trying to travel 
to the major urban centres to which many of the service providers 
have withdrawn, the mobile caravan will take these services into the 
rural areas providing periodic access. 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
Periodic market infrastructure should entail the minimum of costs while 
still appearing dignified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Periodic Service Centre : Activities 

ACTION PLAN 
Strategy  
Identify: all current providers of mobile services (clinics, 

libraries) and periodic services (pension payouts). 
Other potential providers include: 
 - banks (mobile automatic teller machines). 
 - performance theatre companies. 
 - front of house services for Home Affairs, Man-

power and other similar identified providers. 
Map out potentially well located market centres, and build 
infrastructure. 
Acquire the vehicle fleet and roll out a pilot project 
Ensure adequate security (cash in transit). 
 
Legal 
n/a 

Funding 
Provincial departments 
Private sector companies 
Sponsors 
NGOs 

Responsibility 
Coordinating: Dept of Transport and Public Works 
Service Providers: Health (Healthcare 2010) 
 Education 
 Home Affairs 
 Labour 
 Social Services 
 
 
 
Timespan 
24 months to implement pilot project 

Note  
Successful implementation of this policy will require 
thorough coordination and cooperation between national, 
provincial and local government departments, including the 
possibility of single officials providing first line services for 
two or more government departments. 

 



  

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE AND ADDRESS POVERTY 
 

OBJECTIVE 3: STRATEGICALLY INVEST SCARCE PUBLIC SECTOR RESOURCES WHERE 
THEY WILL GENERATE THE HIGHEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC RETURNS 

 
The country’s scarce financial resources should be spent so that they achieve the greatest socio-economic impact 
possible.  The National Spatial Development Perspective directs that fixed investment involving large amounts of 
funds should be located where there is the greatest potential for economic growth1 in order to address poverty 
effectively.   
 
Strategies 
� Identify settlements using the NSDP and Growth Potential study guidelines to prioritise where fixed investment 

should be directed. 
� Align the initiatives from various provincial, local and national government departments, state owned 

enterprises, public entities and the private sector to ensure maximum socio-economic return on investment. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Principles 
National Spatial Development Perspective : Part 3: Interpreting the land space economy and formulating policy guidelines : Normative Principles 
� Government spending on fixed investment, beyond the constitutional obligation to provide basic services to all citizens (such as water, electricity as 

well as health and educational facilities), should be focused on localities of economic growth and/or economic potential in order to attract private-
sector investment, stimulate sustainable economic activities and/or create long-term employment opportunities. 

 
Extract from Development Facilitation Act, 1995: Chapter 1  
(iv) Optimise the use of existing resources including such resources relating to agriculture, land, minerals, bulk infrastructure, roads, transportation and 

social facilities. 
 

                                                
1 In this Report 'fixed investment' generally refers to the construction of plant and buildings in excess of R1 million (mid-1st-decade rands). 



OBJECTIVE 3: STRATEGICALLY INVEST SCARCE PUBLIC SECTOR RESOURCES WHERE THEY WILL INCUR 
THE HIGHEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC RETURNS 

2.3.7 PRIORITY FIXED INVESTMENT URBAN SETTLEMENTS 
 
POLICY 
HR14 Settlements which show high economic growth potential and 

have high population thresholds should be prioritised as 
locations for fixed infrastructure investment – see Figures 8.11 
and 8.12.  This status should be reviewed every five years. (M) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

EXPLANATION 
In keeping with the NSDP strategic priorities, new infrastructure should 
be prioritised in settlements with high economic growth potential. 
The NSDP requires that a strategic approach to investment be taken 
and that fixed infrastructure be located in urban settlements likely to 
experience population and economic growth rather than decline.  
Therefore, as a general principle, fixed investment should be 
directed towards urban settlements that exhibit high economic 
growth potential in the first instance and high human need in the 
second.  Settlements with low human need and low economic 
growth potential would have a lower fixed investment priority.   
This policy furthermore implies that settlements with large numbers of 
people would take precedence over those with only a few residents.  
It will be seen on Figure 8.12 that a benchmark of 5000 people or 
1000 households is used.  This is the minimum population that could 
support tertiary community facilities, e.g. a primary school or clinic. 
 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
Fixed infrastructure includes the construction of urban services, 
housing and community facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
NSDP : Proposed Approach to Fixed Investment and Social Capital Spending 

ACTION PLAN 
Strategy  
Settlements identified as having high economic growth potential 
or high population thresholds should be addressed by the 
Human and Social Capital Strategy, Micro Economic 
Development Strategy and Strategic Infrastructure Plan for the 
roll out of large scale infrastructure spending. 

Legal 
n/a 

Funding  
Departments of: Education, 
 Health (Healthcare 2010), 
 Transport & Public Works, 
 Housing & Local Government 
 Economic Development & Tourism 
 Social Services 
  

Responsibility 
Local municipalities – precise location of facilities and projects;  
provincial departments as above – funding construction and 
project management, operating and ongoing management 

Timespan 
According to funding roll out strategies of relevant departments 

Note  
The priority ordering of settlements to receive investment is 
likely to require still further short listing due to the enormous 
demand for limited funds. 

 

DC1: West Coast Ceres Caledon Riversdale 
Citrusdal De Doorns Elgin DC5 : C Karoo 
Clanwilliam Franschhoek Hermanus Beaufort West 
Darling Happy Valley Kleinmond Laingsburg 
Laaiplek Montagu Onrus Prince Albert 
Lambertsbaai Paarl Railton Metro  
Malmesbury Prince Alfred Hamlet Swellendam City of Cape Town 
Moorreesburg Robertson Villiersdorp  
Piketberg Saron DC4 : Eden  
Porterville Stellenbosch Dysselsdorp  
Saldanha Touwsrivier George   
Vanrhynsdorp Tulbagh Heidelberg   
Vredenburg Wellington Knysna   
Vredendal Wolseley Ladismith   
St.Helena Bay Worcester Mossel Bay   
 DC2: Cape Winelands DC3 : Overberg Oudtshoorn   
 Ashton Bredasdorp Plettenberg Bay   

 Figure 2.11 Priority Fixed Investment Urban Settlement (in alphabetical order) 
 



 

 Figure 2.12 Priority Fixed Investment Urban Settlements 



OBJECTIVE 3: STRATEGICALLY INVEST SCARCE PUBLIC SECTOR RESOURCES WHERE THEY WILL 
 INCUR THE HIGHEST SOCIO-ECONOMIC RETURNS 

2.3.8 SUPPORT LOCAL INITIATIVES 
 
POLICY 
HR15 If settlements that have not received priority in terms of the 

previous two policies, i.e. those with low economic growth 
potential and human need or those with small populations 
(<5000 people), successfully initiate their own development 
programs or projects they can request provincial 
assistance. (G) 

 

EXPLANATION 
While the NSDP is clear on the strategic approach that should be 
taken to fixed investment, it is important that such an approach 
should not stifle initiative that may be present in settlements with low 
growth potential. 
 
For such initiatives to be encouraged, there should be mechanisms 
that can support significant community driven efforts that may be 
forthcoming.  This can take the form of fundraising support on an 
averaged ratio to be negotiated as well as providing networking 
contacts. 
 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
Communities must make the initial efforts and not government.  The 
extent of public funding support will be subject to availability and 
priority. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reward local initiative and innovation : Curtains made from plastic bags 
(source: J Clarke, Coming back to earth, Jacana, 2002, p.350) 

ACTION PLAN 
Strategy  
Initiative in small settlements should be supported by 
fundraising from appropriate bodies including provincial 
government, parastatals and the private sector, e.g. "The 
Enterprise Initiative Fund". 
The availability of this support should be communicated to 
all settlements in the Province. 
 

Legal 
n/a 

Funding 
As available 

Responsibility 
Department of Economic Development & Tourism 
Chamber of Commerce 
PIMS Centres  

Timespan 
As per application 

Notes  
n/a 

 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE AND ADDRESS POVERTY 
 

OBJECTIVE 4: SUPPORT LAND REFORM 
 



Special dispensation is required for cooperative management, and the reduction of farm size and other standards 
normally applied to commercial farming in order to lower barriers to entry for participants in bona fide agricultural 
land reform projects. 
 
Strategies 
� Identify land suitable for achieving the national land reform goal of transferring 30% of land to Coloured and 

Coloured or Black ownership by 2015. 
� Value land at market rates based on commercial rather than speculative returns.  
� Land reform policy is reviewed on an ongoing basis.  While the broad goals of the PSDF and the Department of 

Agriculture with regard to protection of agricultural land are fully supported, there is a need for flexibility with 
respect to minimum farm sizes and support of family and cooperative farming. 

� Establish guidelines appropriate to the needs of land reform projects that do not undermine broad PSDF Policy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PRINCIPLES 
Extract from Development Facilitation Ac, 1995: Chapter 1 
(vii) Encourage environmentally sustainable land development practices and processes. 

 
Extract from National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998): Chapter 1  
(d) Equitable access to environmental resources, benefits and services to meet basic human needs and ensure human well-being, must be pursued and 

special measures should be taken to ensure access thereto by categories of persons disadvantaged by discrimination. 
 



OBJECTIVE 4: SUPPORT LAND REFORM  
2.3.9 LAND REFORM 
 
POLICY 
HR16 Right of first refusal for use in subsidised housing and land reform/restitution projects should be granted over publicly owned land. (G) 
 
HR17 Land outside urban edges should be valued at market rates based on actual commercial returns from existing land use rights. (M) 
 
HR18 Exceptions to policies such as minimum farm size and other requirements applicable to commercial agriculture should be considered 

in bona fide Land Reform projects.  Farms procured for Land Reform awards should be consolidated and proclaimed as Land Reform 
projects on which basis the standard commercial agricultural guidelines can be relaxed but only to the extent that this will not 
compromise agricultural use of these properties. (G) 

 
HR19 Proposals flowing from implementing the Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act, 1998 (Act 94 of 1998 – TRANCA) in the settlements of 

Ebenhaeser, Freemersheim, Genadendal, Haarlem, Kranshoek, Mamre, Pniel, Rietpoort, Saron, Slangrivier, Suurbraak and Zoar, should 
be incorporated into SDFs. (M) 

 

EXPLANATION 
The Constitution requires that land be valued at market value 
(Chapter 2, Section 25(3)).  This implies that a commercial rate of 
return, as usually used for valuing commercial buildings based on net 
income of existing (as opposed to anticipated) land use rights rather 
than the willing-buyer-willing-seller principle, should be applied, 
especially in the case of land being procured for land reform. 
Commercial yields can be determined either from actual records of 
farm produce sales and costs, or can be modelled from generic 
information held in the Department of Agriculture database on soil 
capability, production yields, commodity prices and input costs. 
Norms relating to commercial agriculture such as minimum farm size 
are based on the concept of individual farmers realising a certain 
net income.  These principles are not always applicable to land 
reform projects which may be organised on a small farm (family 
labour) or cooperative basis. 
 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
The Departments of Land Affairs and Agriculture and the Land 
Commission are in agreement that while all opportunities for transfer 
of land to Coloured or Black ownership should be energetically 
pursued, the agricultural capability of the land should not be 
compromised. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example of publicly owned land : Stellenbosch Municipality  
(source: Stellenbosch Municipality) 

ACTION PLAN 
Strategy  
Land Restitution claims inside and outside of urban edges 
should be shown on local authority SDFs and incorporated 
into IDPs. 
Land Restitution claims and Land Reform projects should 
be proclaimed as special areas within the SDFs where the 
broad appropriate land use should be upheld but there are 
certain variations allowed to permit appropriate modes of 
production, marketing support and tenure structures. 
 
Legal 
Restitution of Land Rights Act (22/1994) 
Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act (94/1998) 
Provision of Land and Assistance Act (126/1999) 
Distribution and Transfer of Certain State Land Act 
(119/1993) 
Provincial Policy for the Settlement of Farm Workers (P.N. 
414/2000) 
Declaration of intent to cooperate as local, provincial and 
national government in respect of the Sustainable 
Settlement of Land Restitution claims in the Western Cape 
(31.03.2005) 
Establishment of Security of Tenure Act. (62/1997) 
 
Funding 
Dept of Land Affairs 
Agriculture: Consolidated Agricultural Support Program 
grants 
Land Affairs: Land Redistribution for Agricultural 
Development (LRAD) grants 
 
Responsibility 
Provincial Restitution Steering Committee 
Regional Land Claims Commission 
Department of Local Government and Housing  
Department of Land Affairs 
Municipalities - provide land audits and release land for 
restitution purposes 
Provincial Department of Agriculture 
State Land Disposal Committee 
 
Timespan 
Restitution claims settled as soon as possible 
Land Reform to be completed when 30% of agricultural 
land in Coloured or Black ownership 

Note  
Land reform implementation should proceed as quickly as 
possible to address the social and political pressures 
building around this issue. 

 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE AND ADDRESS POVERTY 



 
OBJECTIVE 5: CONSERVE AND STRENGTHEN THE SENSE OF PLACE OF IMPORTANT NATURAL, CULTURAL 

AND PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPES, ARTEFACTS AND BUILDINGS 
 
Heritage resources are important socio-economic assets as they are a reference point for communities in terms of their past and they 
reflect the Western Cape’s diversity, providing a mosaic of varied experiences in both memory and economic opportunity for the future. 
 
Tree planting, landscaping and gardens make important contributions to urban landscapes and open space systems. 
 
Strategies 
� Identify and map key heritage resources. 
� Ensure their protection in the face of increasing urban  and rural development. 
� Encourage regional and Western Cape building styles, urban design and land use patterns. 
� Strongly discourage the copycatting of foreign building styles and unsympathetic form and massing.  
� Improve the appearance, pedestrian accessibility and performance of main streets and civic spaces in urban settlements. 
� Promote tree planting and greening in urban settlements. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PRINCIPLES 
 
Extracts from National Environmental Management Act, 1998: Chapter 1 
 
2(2) Environmental management must place people and their needs at the forefront of its concern, and serve their physical, psychological, 

developmental, cultural and social interests equitably.  
 
2(4)(a)(iii) The disturbance of landscapes and sites that constitute the nation's cultural heritage is to be avoided, or where it cannot be altogether 

avoided, is to be minimised and remedied. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



OBJECTIVE 5: CONSERVE AND STRENGTHEN THE SENSE OF PLACE OF IMPORTANT NATURAL, CULTURAL AND PRODUCTIVE 
LANDSCAPES, ARTEFACTS AND BUILDINGS 

2.3.10 HERITAGE RESOURCES 
 
POLICY 
HR20 All changes proposed to landscapes and urban settlements whether they be for agricultural or urban and rural development purposes, 

should consider any heritage resource policy that may be relevant including those which might be proposed, e.g. Proclaimed Urban 
Conservation Areas, SAHRA Regulations, World Heritage Site applications et cetera. (M) 

 
HR21 Due consideration should be given to how heritage resources should be conserved, to providing the basis for economic opportunity or 

otherwise to be incorporated into development plans, and to a mapping exercise that should incorporate the whole Province. (G) 
 
HR22 The culture and history of all people including indigenous people, as well as important buildings, artefacts and places from the Pre-

colonial, Colonial, Post-colonial and Struggle eras, should be identified, protected and commemorated. (G) 
 
EXPLANATION 
The Western Cape has a rich landscape, building and social heritage 
which should be understood, respected and appropriately integrated 
into development processes.  Heritage resources relating to the history 
and expansion of Khoisan, Malay, Coloured and Black people and their 
struggle have been neglected and ignored. 
Heritage is a cross-cutting sector which impacts on all sectors and their 
development strategies. 
A suitable single map of heritage resources in the Province is essential to 
facilitate consideration of heritage resources. 
 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
n/a 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Spatial Model of the Socio-Economic Gradient Principle 



ACTION PLAN 
Strategy 
Wherever possible, heritage considerations should be 
incorporated into development and management without 
environmental and social goals being compromised. 
Inventories of Heritage Resources should be compiled and 
mapped. 

Legal 
National Heritage Resources Act (1999) Sec 30(5) and 
31(1) 
Constitution of the Western Cape 
Western Cape Cultural Commission & Cultural Councils Act 
(1998) 
Urban Conservation Areas 
Western Cape Heritage Resource Management 
Regulations 2002, 2003 
Western Cape Provincial Languages Act (1998) 
 
Funding 
Department of Cultural Affairs & Sport 
 

Responsibility 
Department of Cultural Affairs & Sport 
Heritage Western Cape  
South African Heritage Resource Agency 
National Department of Arts and Culture 

Timespan 
As soon as possible 

Notes  
The current implementation of heritage policy via Heritage 
Impact Assessments (HIAs) will be streamlined by the Land 
Management Act currently being drafted. 

 

 

 

 



OBJECTIVE 5: CONSERVE AND STRENGTHEN THE SENSE OF PLACE OF IMPORTANT NATURAL, CULTURAL AND PRODUCTIVE 
LANDSCAPES, ARTEFACTS AND BUILDINGS 

2.3.11 APPROPRIATE ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER  
 
POLICY 
HR23 Foreign or unsympathetic styles of site layout and 

buildings should be discouraged in urban settlements 
and rural areas so as to strengthen the local sense of 
place and minimise visual impact. (M) 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXPLANATION 
Much of the Province’s appeal and socio-economic value lies with 
its unique scenic, cultural and architectural heritage.  This is being 
considerably diminished by insensitive township layouts and copying 
of foreign building styles.  They also provide little opportunity for the 
use of sustainable building materials. 

 

CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
Ecological or contemporary building designs that can demonstrate 
how they respond to the climatic, scenic and cultural heritage of the 
Western Cape and its districts, must be encouraged. 

 

 
 

"There is a crying need for the emergence of an 
authentically South African style … There are more Tuscan 
villas in Johannesburg than there are in Tuscany! They 
might look great in Tuscany but they look terrible here. 
Come on - we're a modern, emerging African nation that 
believes in democracy, openness and transparency. We're 
multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and tolerant.  Surely there's a 
way of using all that to create our own architecture."  Valli 
Moosa former Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, Media Nova, 
Cape : The Property Magazine : Dec 04:21 
 
… in recent times the lack of norms and rational points of 
reference for projects has inevitably led to a loss of identity 
and to confusion on the outskirts of cities (and towns) … 
(Bruno Minardi in Papadakis:1997) 
(Papadakis A. Classical Modern Architecture,  Paris, 1997, p85) 

 



ACTION PLAN 
Strategy 
A provincial urban design, architectural and heritage 
guidelines manual for buildings and small projects similar to 
that compiled for the Mission Stations should be compiled. 
Detailed guidelines should be prepared by local 
municipalities. 
Land use and building plan officials should monitor layouts 
and plans including low income housing to ensure they 
comply with this policy. 
 
Legal 
National Heritage Resources Act (25/1999)  
Municipal By-laws 
 

Funding 
Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport 
Municipalities 
South African Heritage Resource Agency 
Societies and interest groups 

Responsibility 
Municipalities together with Urban Design, Landscape and 
Heritage professionals 
Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport 
South African Heritage Resource Agency 
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development 
Planning 
 

Timespan 
Guidelines should be compiled as soon as possible 

Note  
New public buildings should set the example in 
defining an appropriate architectural character for the 
different regions of the Province. 



streetscape 

footprint 

setbacks 

OBJECTIVE 5: CONSERVE AND STRENGTHEN THE SENSE OF PLACE OF IMPORTANT NATURAL, CULTURAL AND PRODUCTIVE 
LANDSCAPES, ARTEFACTS AND BUILDINGS 

2.3.12 URBAN DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES  
 
POLICY 
HR24 Urban design and architectural guidelines should be 

prepared to control the function and appearance of the 
main street or streets and squares in all of the urban 
settlements of the Province.  These should control, among 
other things, building styles and heights, materials and 
colours, advertising, roadways and pavements, 
encourage colonnades and other devices to shelter 
pedestrians and landscaping and tree planting, and 
respect historic buildings and precincts. (M) 

 

EXPLANATION 
The main streets and squares of an urban settlement functions as its 
shop window and demonstrates its degree of civic pride and dignity.  
The main streets of urban settlements in the Province have lost 
considerable quality, character and pedestrian comfort in the last 40 
to 50 years through insensitive road widenings, particularly where 
they are Proclaimed Main Roads (PMRs), and removal of street trees, 
colonnades and historic buildings.  In many cases streetscapes 
consist of facebrick sheds clad with IBR sheeting and decorated with 
oversize advertising.  These are neither comfortable for residents nor 
attractive to tourists. 
 
CONDITIONS / CONTROLS 
All road works, landscaping and tree planting, and building 
construction or restoration in and around the main streets and 
squares of urban settlements, should be constructed according to 
guidelines drawn up for this purpose by architects, urban designers 
or landscape architects.  These guidelines should be simple and 
clear and relatively inexpensive to produce. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of Urban Design Guidelines 
Source: G Broadbent 2001 :  Emerging concepts in Urban Space Design, Spon,  
p324 



ACTION PLAN 
Strategy 
A provincial urban design, architectural and heritage 
guidelines manual should be compiled. 
Detailed guidelines should be prepared by local 
municipalities. 
Land use and building plan officials should monitor layouts 
and plans to ensure that they comply with this policy. 

Legal 
National Heritage Resource Act (25/1999) 
Municipal By-laws 
Provincial and municipal urban design and landscape 
architectural guidelines. 

Funding 
Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport 
Municipalities 
South African Heritage Resource Agency 
Societies and interest groups 

Responsibility 
Municipalities together with Urban Design, Landscape and 
Heritage professionals  
Provincial and National Departments 
South African Heritage Resource Agency 
Societies and interest groups 
Public entities responsible for cultural aspects 

Timespan 
Guidelines should be compiled as soon as possible 

Note  
There is a close link between environmental sustainability 
and heritage conservation that mutually promote the use of 
local building materials, and resource conservation 
measures such as rainwater harvesting, solar orientation 
and use of indigenous landscaping. 

 


